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BY ALAN MORRISON

A mellow turn
from Middleton

Malcolm
Middleton
has gone for
an upbeat,
poppy feel
on his new
album

The former Arab Strap man
sees light coming in to new
work as family life bears fruit

Law Holt plays on June 3

Artists to catch
at Hidden Door

M

ALCOLM Middleton, the
guitar yin to Aidan
Moffat’s vocal yang in
Scottish indie legends
Arab Strap, is thinking
back to 1996, to when the Falkirk
band released their first single and
played their first gig.
“Twenty years, eh?” he says
ruefully. “Twenty years since we
started, 10 since we split. It’s just
depressing, makes you feel really
old.”
‘Depressing’: now, there’s a word
that’s been thrown in Middleton’s
direction more than once over the
years. And while he’d be the first to
admit that his solo singersongwriter lyrics, on top of Arab
Strap’s fabled tales of Scottish life,
have an affinity for downbeat
emotions, I’d argue that he’s
actually one of the most overlooked
pop tunesmiths working in Scotland
today.
Break My Heart and Loneliness
Shines from 2005’s Into The
Woods; We’re All Going To Die and
F*** It I Love You from 2007’s A
Brighter Beat. Those four songs
alone are brilliantly infectious and
melodically upbeat – but you can
see the problem with where
Middleton’s coming from in the
titles themselves.
However, I think this juxtaposition
of opposing elements has always

Some of the
earlier stuff
was darker.
It’s a cliche
but usually
only write
when I’m
feeling a
certain way

been the best thing about his work
– and it’s taken even further on his
new album, Summer Of ’13. Finally,
Malcolm Middleton has made a
full-on pop record with EDM beats,
electronica programming and
production polish by Julian Corrie,
the man who records as Miaoux
Miaoux.
Not all of the early reviews seem
to have ‘got’ what Middleton is
doing here. Yes, the lyrics and
vocal delivery have the same dry
demeanour as before, but the
music positively glistens. And even
when, on certain tracks, simple
melody is pushed aside for brave
experimentation, the variety of
textures bring to mind the two
albums and one EP he released in
post-rock guise as Human Don’t Be
Angry in the seven-year period
between the new record and
2009’s Waxing Gibbous. Make no
mistake: Summer Of ’13 is a
Malcolm Middleton album through
and through.
“It was always planned to be a

pristine pop album but with a bit
more depth to the lyrics,” he
explains. “I pretty much recorded
all the music and did the
programming before I gave it all to
Julian with the idea that he would
give it better sounds, tweak the
production and add his own stuff.”
Middleton wrote and recorded
the album over a period of around
five years, during which he got
married, moved to the East Neuk of
Fife and became a father. Perhaps
that’s why there are a few glimmers
of light in some of his lyrics,
particularly the lovely image
conjured up by the line “You and I

still dancing when the songs are
finished” from You & I. That’s a long
way from the defeatism of “You’re
going to break my heart, I know it”
from all those years ago.
“But both songs are about the
same person,” he smiles. “Yeah, it’s
getting reflected in some of them
because the writing took such a
long time. Some of the earlier stuff
was darker. It’s a cliché but I
usually only write when I’m feeling
a certain way and I became aware
that it was becoming a Malky
Miserablist caricature of my
songwriting.
“I’ve just come back from the

nursery run. I’ve got a son now and
my life is amazing. In the summer of
2013 my son was six months old,
and that’s when I first started doing
full-time father duties as my wife
went back to work – so that
seemed like a good album title.
“There are lots of positive things
coming through. It’s just that it will
take a while to catch up with my
songwriting.
“The downside of that is that I
haven’t actually written a song in
about two years. I haven’t had the
need or desire to.”
That album title, Summer Of ’13,
is public acknowledgement of

private resolution. And there are
tunes here that, as the saying
goes, are the sound of the
summer.
“It’s just that it’s a Scottish
summer, with a big black rain
cloud on the horizon. This time,
though, I think it’s receding rather
than coming closer.
Summer Of ’13 is released
tomorrow through Nude Records.
Malcolm Middleton plays Dundee’s
Beat Generator tonight, Glasgow’s
Art School tomorrow and
Edinburgh’s Electric Circus on
Saturday.

WHEN I heard that the Hidden
Door festival was returning to the
same Electric City space on King’s
Stables Road that it had inhabited
last year, I was a happy man. I
remember the surprise I
experienced on my first visit,
walking through labyrinths of
corridors filled with unexpected
art, listening to music behind
chicken wire contraptions upstairs
and in the throbbing expanse of
downstairs, and soaking up the
buzz that rippled through the main
courtyard. One visit was not
enough.
There’s plenty to draw me back
again this year, even if I stick only to
the music programme. For sheer live
energy, Bossy Love – a full-on RnB
concoction created by Amandah
Wilkinson (Operator Please) and
John Baillie Jr (Dananananaykroyd)
– will be hard to beat tomorrow.
Then there’s the deconstructed soul
of Law Holt, currently catching the
eyes and ears of the music industry
but playing here on June 3.
Other Scots worth seeing include
Sacred Paws (tomorrow), Babe
(Saturday), Urvanovic (Sunday),
The Woods (Monday), Withered
Hand (Tuesday), Be Charlotte
(Wednesday), HQFU (June 2), Neon
Waltz (June 3) and Raza (June 4).
Discover the rest of the programme
online at hiddendoorblog.org

Classy label is reason to be cheerful 			 for the future
RECORD shops shutting down and
album sales drying up. Such tales
of woe permeate the music
business these days, but
sometimes a story comes along
that restores your faith in fan
support and quality music. For me,
the arrival of new label Last Night
From Glasgow (LNfG) is a shaft of
sunlight emerging from behind the
clouds.
Things have moved fast since
January, when Murray Easton met
up with Ian Smith for the first time
to discuss the business model for a
new label. With four other music-

savvy founders on board, this label
would be crowdfunded by 100
members paying £50 per year for
exclusive vinyl releases and entry
to launch parties. Well, it’s not even
the end of May, and already one
7-inch single has been released
and membership is near
capacity.
“Self-releases can be good fun
but sometimes artists need the
platform of a label so they don’t just
disappear in a short space of time,”
says Easton, the man behind the
Everything Flows music blog and
podcasts. “Our idea is initially to
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print up 300 copies on vinyl for
every release so that our 100
members, plus the six of us on the
board, will own the record straight
away, and be tweeting and posting
and talking about it. Other people
can just buy the releases as they
come out.”

Self-releases can be good fun but
sometimes artists need the platform of
a label so they don’t just disappear

That’s interesting in itself, but
LNfG steps up a level when you
look at the quality of the music
being produced. The first 7-inch
featured the melodically gorgeous
Ballad Of The Nearly Man by Mark
W Georgsson, backed on its AA
side by the very same song sung
in Icelandic by Sigridur Thorlacius
and Arnari Gudjonssyni.
Next up is the first single from
Emme Woods (aka Morgan
Woods, who previously released
as Something Someone), a move
away from her earlier acoustic folk
sound to a bold electrified PJ

Harvey mode. Then comes a real
innovation: a digital download/USB
credit card release of an album
called Pii, made by Stephen Solo
(ie Stephen Farrell from the band
Sonny Marvello) entirely using
phone technology and mobile
apps.
Later in the year comes the debut
album from all-girl retro-poppers
Teen Canteen – and that would be
a one-to-watch buzz release from
any label on the Scottish indie
scene. It’s proof that LNfG are
serious contenders from the word
go, as is the label’s partnership

with photographer Brian Sweeney
whose visual work (he took the shot
shown here of Emme Woods
floating in Loch Lomond for her
single cover) gives LNfG a
distinctive, classy and artistic
identity.
“Having tangible items is
important to fans and to artists,”
notes Easton. “Certainly I’ve gone
from having my vinyl stored up in
the loft to bringing it back down.
And I’m really enjoying playing a
full album again, or turning
over a single and playing the
B side.”

Emme Woods (aka Morgan Woods) Photograph: Brian Sweeney

There’s
plenty to
draw me
back this
year, even
if I stick only
to the
music

